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Abstract

Heat transfer plays an essential role for many energy systems, from power plants to air-conditioners. In this talk, some of our studies related to heat transfer with possible applications on energy engineering will be highlighted. Post dryout heat transfer is critical for nuclear safety. Our quenching studies reveal that film boiling results from the coalescence of bubbles nucleated at ultra-high temperature, while ions in sea water suppress the film boiling through zeta potential effect and others. Consequently, the quenching process is accelerated in sea water, which may be used as an alternative emergency coolant. On the other hand, our earlier studies on transition boiling modeling are referred to in the literature as Pan et al’s theory. Nonlinear dynamic analyses of two-phase boiling flow reveal significant and interesting instability phenomena. Energy storage via high temperature molten salt may be enhanced by adding certain amount of nanoparticles and our investigation reveals an optimal concentration. Our recent studies on microchannel two-phase flow and boiling heat transfer address void fraction measurement, bubble dynamics, explaining explosive boiling and instability and possible energy applications.
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